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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the re-
sults of experimental pho-
netic research carried out
with the purpose to examine
symmetry and asymmetry in
the multi-dimensional proso-
gigtstructure of expressive

e 3o

1. INTRODUCTION
Research in discourse

analysis and text linguis—
tics during the last decade
has shown that information
is rendered and received in
real speech acts-texts. The
text is a well organized
linguistic system contain-
ing conceptual and expres-
sive meaning. The polyse-
mantic term "expressive" is
used here to denote the
author's intention to port-
ray speakers emotions with
different language devices.

A textual level of in-
vestigation enabled us to
treat prosody as a system.
One of the main properties
of any system is its struc-
tural symmetry /2. 3. 4/.

Symmetry is understood he-
re as the general feature
of material world reflect-
‘ing the symmetrhal arran-
gement of the parts of the
structure, balanced propor-
tions, correspondence in
size, shape, and relative
position.

Asymmetry is the opposi-
te of symmetry. However, it
is important to understand
that the one cannot exist
without the other. This is
so because in every exist-
ing object, during its
growth the balance of its
parts is violated.

The present paper dis-
cusses some new aspects of
intonational theory: sym-
metric and asymmetric fea-
tures of multi-dimensienal
pgosodic system are explor-
e o

2. SPEECH MATERIAL AND
SUBJECTS
Textual prosody was stu-

died here on the statistic
data obtained from phonetic
experimental‘investigation
of more than 100 expressive
and corresponding neutral
texts recorded by 20 sub-
Jects who were na ive spea-
kers of English ssian
and Ukrainian. These texts
expressed the fourteen most
frequently observed positi-
ve and negative emotions:
Joy, sorrow, anger, fear,
despair, threat, surprise,
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shame, offence, contempt,
suspicion, irony, approval,

rebuke.—The original speech
signal was instrumentally
anal zed with the hel of
the isi-Pitch and I spe-
ech rogranm, Sena-Graph of

the gay Biometrics Corpora-

tion. For evaluating the
average data standard mea

thods of mathematical sta-
tistics were ap lied (t ra-
tio, Student's and corre-
lation coefficients; calcu-
lations were done with the.
help of IBM program ”Lotus!

3. DATA ANALXSIS AND
RESULTS
This report generalizes

from the results of a long-
term investigation carried

on by the author. Our pre-
vious investigation /1
proved that information
about emotions comes over

multiple channels: by le-
xical cues, grammatical
structures and prosodic in-
dicators. These levels of
linguistic analysis are ,
closely interconnected. Exp
pressive speech prosody is
described as mmlti—dimeny
sional system characterized
in terms of symmetry and
asymmetry of its variable
components : fundamental
fre1uenoy, intensity, dura-
tion and spectral composi-
tion. .

The statistical analysis
of these main acoustic.cha-
raoteristics shows that a
Greater symmetry is observ-
ed within a temporal frame-
work of the given texts. An.
act of speech is regularly
time-oriented. Speech arran-
Sementmin'time.is related
to the specifically regulat-
ed nature of acoustic si-
anale. The regular symmet-
ric feature of the temporal
structure of expressive
texts can.be observed in
the equality of the mean

syllabic duration of e on-
ing and final phrases-{see
table 1). to

Table 1

The mean syllable dura-
tion of.opening and final
phrases in expressive
exts in English

Emotions Nisan, Mean
expressed syllabiesyllabic
in the dura-.. duration
texts tion of final

of open— phrases
ing. ihn—- (ms).
se ms -

Joy 230 225
sorrow 240 225
anger 159 151
fear . 221 228
despair 203 193
threat 273 264
surprise 230 225
shame‘ 198 188
offence 185 200
contempt. . 221 239
suspision 230 240
irony ‚ 254 242
approval 236 241
rebuke 246 256

This regularity is bro-

ken in highly emotional
texts. For example,_tho me-
an syllabio.duration of an
opening phrase, expressing

hi h degree of des ir is
35% ms‘while in al the.
other phrases it varies
from 150 to 240 ms.

Symmetry of the temporal
structure of the text can
also be found in the pro or-
tion between total text u-
ration and pauses. Table 2
presents the volume of
pauses in 5 in the texts
expressing the above-men-
tioned 14 emotions and the
corresponding neutral ones.
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Table 2
The volume of pauses

(5) in expressive and cor-
responding neutral texts

Emotions Volume of pauses
expressed-
in the emo ion— neutr-
texts al texts al

texts

do: 42 40
sorrow 42 40
anger 48 33
fear 45 36
despair 46 41
threat 41 27
surprise 41 39
shame 38 14
offence 49 41
contempt 44 14
suspision 47 28
irony 4 45 30
ap reval 41 32
re uke 43 33

- The figures in the table
show that the regular sym-
metric feature of expressi-
ve texts can be also obser-
ved in the equalit- of the'
volume of pauses. he cor-
responding neutral texts do
not reveal such symmetry.

The obtained data sug-
gest that there is a prin-
ciple of symmetric compen-
sa ion in speech prosody:
when the degree of symmet-

ry decreases on one struc—
tural level it increases
on another. Spectregra hic
measurements of forman
frequencies support this
principle. L shift of Fa,

r3,and F4 into higher re-

gions along with the more
complicated structure of
their.harmonics, a cons—
tant increase of the total
formant energy of the nuc-

lear vowel occurs at the
expense of the decrease of
formant energy of unstres-

sed syllables. Spectre-

grams of neutral texts re-
vealed more symmetric regu-
larities: wel -definied „

formant structure during
the vowels was observed.

The quantitative ana-
lysis of the intensity of
expressive text prosody de-
monstrates this principle
toe: a decrease of energy

in one section of the text
is accompanied by an in-
crease in another. These
changes of energy in ex-
pressive texts are closely
connected with the changes
in the degree of emotional

tension. A gradual increa-
se of the total energy to
the end is observed in the

texts, expressing active
emotions, i.e. anger,
threat, irony, suspicion,
rebuke. For example, in the
emotional text expressing
all shades of auger - from

irritation to rage - the

relative intensit of the
utterances is: 1, 4; 1,39;
1,83; 2,06; 2,41. The
decrease of total energy
occurrin the texts expres-
sing passive emotions, i.e.
sorrow, offence, shame. It
appears probable that the
asymmetric distribution of
energy in expressive texts
have to he often specified
for certain changes of emo-

tions in them. In contrast,
the unexpressive texts are
characterised by symmetric
distribution of energy.

The symmetry of the me-
lodic structure of ex ressi—

va texte is found in he

similarity of its shapes.

However, in highly emotio-
nal texts numerous asymmet-

rically arranged variants

are observed. This is due
to the dynamic changes of

emotional tension, which

in turn lead to changes in
pitch movement. "

r
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CONCLUSIONS

The textual level of
analysis has revealed the
multi-dimensional nature
of the symmetric prosodic
space in which the compen-
satory distribution of pro—
sodic features is taking
place. However, the obtain-
ed results seem to demons-
trate that symmetry of the
multi-dimensional prosodic
system is no more than an
ideal form of the actual
asymmetric acoustic featun
l'es.
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